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Tetrads usually consist of two pairs of complimentary colours. Blue is the color of the sky and sea. But they
are inherently lacking in color contrast, which is dangerous from a communication standpoint. The Painter's
color triangle consists of colors we would often use in art classâ€”those colors we learn about as children.
Color relationships Color relationships may be displayed as a color wheel or a color triangle. In many
European countries yellow is chosen as background color. Triadic and tetradic color schemes are perfect for
creating visual groupings when each category is equally important. Passive colors appear to recede when
positioned against active hues. Compounds The compoundsâ€”1 and 2â€”are again clockwise and
counter-clockwise variations of each other. This color scheme must be managed well so it is not jarring. In
future articles I will go deeper into using silver as background. Color Terminology Primary Colors: Colors at
their basic essence; those colors that cannot be created by mixing others. Color contrast The article will
explore the meaning of color and how to differentiate color in information layers. Tertiary Colors: Those
colors achieved by a mixture of primary and secondary hues. Color examples and meaning Black is associated
with power, elegance, formality, death, evil, and mystery. Choose one color to dominate, a second to support.
In the Netherlands all highway signs are with blue background as well as the railway signs. Silver metal is an
often used color as background in sign systems. X This will only take a moment. The third color is used along
with black, white or gray as an accent. White backgrounds can be used specific sign projects where design
plays a bigger part than the actual wayfinding. Use color contrast to make your most relevant content visually
salient Salience is a quality that makes an object stand out against its surroundings. Tints or hues with a low
saturation appear lighter than shades or highly saturated colors. With large lettering white on black works
great. Split-Complementary The split-complementary color scheme is a variation of the complementary color
scheme. They can also be shared with your colleagues using CC Libraries, or with The World via the Colour
web service at colour. This will keep the contrast from feeling overwhelming and clownish. If possible, limit
the complementary color to a very small area. In Compound 1 you can see analogous colours to the red and
then analogous colours from the green complement. Black is one of the few surfaces that lets other colored
text work great together. We can learn to control salience in our infographics to help our viewers pay attention
to the most important elements of a composition. The primary hues are red, blue and yellow. And this one?
How about this one? The Analogous 2 variant produces five additional colours, with less hue variation and
deeper saturation and brightness modulations. Rectangle tetradic The rectangle or tetradic color scheme uses
four colors arranged into two complementary pairs. If you want a simple take-away from this whole discussion
of color and visual salience: use high contrast, warm colors to draw attention to key information. Blue is one
of mankind favorite color, as is represents sky, heaven, trust and faith. This article points out the various
associations that people unconsciously assign to each color.


